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Impact of Brexit on public services



Impact of Brexit?
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Output, public spending and referendum vote
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Source: A Harrop, Fabian Society from ONS, HMT, Electoral Commission 



Remain vote was lower where public spending per head (adjusted for output) was lower
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Source: A Harrop, Fabian Society from ONS, HMT, Electoral Commission 



The phoney war
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Since the referendum on 23 June:

• New government

• 11% fall in value of £  (1.30 down to 1.16 euros)

• 7.4% rise in FTSE 100 (6338 to 6807)

• Interest rates at record low of 0.25%

• Reported increases in hate crime

No actual decisions yet…



Nature of the change
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• The attribution problem - plenty of other effects were already in 

play and remain highly relevant e.g. austerity, banking system 

weakness, tech-driven disruption, climate change

• Brexit is a long-term structural change with potential economic, 

social and cultural effects

• Direct changes
• trade

• migration

• UK contribution to EU budget

• EU funding

• EU directives and regulations

• Indirect impacts
• economic

• constitutional

• social and cultural



Impact on public services
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Funding Demand

People Cost

In a changed legal and constitutional framework



Central government
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Key risks

• lack of capacity for other priorities

• funding and staffing of direct government services

• demand changes (e.g. more trade negotiators/ 

diplomats/border guards/customs officers/visa processors…) 

• economic and social impact of extended uncertainty for 

investing businesses, individuals and families 

Key opportunities

• reallocate EU budget contribution

• improve competitiveness

• simplify regulation

• clarify devolution  



Education
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Key risks

• £1bn EU research funding

• attractiveness of UK universities to top academics (45,000 

EU national academic staff in UK, 19% of total)

• 125,000 EU national students at UK universities

• fewer opportunities for UK students to study in EU 

universities

• future of Erasmus programme (EU study exchange)

Key opportunities

• higher fee income from EU students, if they still come

• more places for students from rest of world



NHS
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Key risks

• staffing (55,000 NHS staff from other EU countries plus 

50,000 vacancies, especially in nursing and midwifery)

• knock-on effect on NHS of similar staffing challenge in adult 

social care (see LG slides)

• changes to access to treatment rules, EHIC, returning 

pensioners leading to increased demand

• lose access to EU-wide medicines regulation

Key opportunities

• the Brexit NHS dividend

• simplify procurement regulation

• working time directive change eases training pressure  



Local government
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Local 
economy

Tax base

DemandWorkforce

Variable impact 

around the country



Local government
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Key risks

• loss of direct EU funding (e.g. £500m ERDF/ESF for NE) 

• staffing e.g. 85,000 EU national care staff

• retaining and attracting employers 

• business rate income

• low investment returns, growing pension deficits

• community relations and safety

• issues for specific services e.g. waste regs

Key opportunities

• low borrowing costs

• identify Brexit-related skill shortages and respond

• a new constitutional settlement, devolution

• simplify procurement regulation



Tough questions for local leaders
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• How will Brexit interact with other strategic forces?

• What are the risks and opportunities for our area and our 

people?

• What’s our future as a local area outside the EU?

• Are we organised in a way that will allow us to respond 

effectively?

• How easy is it for the rest of the world to deal with us?


